
The outdoor living area in this St. Louis home 
connects with the family room through expansive 
French doors, making the two spaces live as one 
spot for relaxing and entertaining. Back-to-back 
fireplaces and repetition of cedar, stone, and 
other natural textures lend a seamless feel.
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Double Take
A renovation that links indoor and 

outdoor living areas gives this family 
twice the warmth and space—in a place 

always open to making memories. 
by john lonsdale | photos greg scheidemann

produced by sally matheson | styling stacey heston
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N                                       o matter the 
weather, it’s always patio season at this  
St. Louis home, thanks to a renovation  
aimed at giving a couple with young kids an 
all-ages gathering space that bridges indoors 
and outdoors.

To create that bridge, the design team 
pushed the boundaries of a standard family 
room, connecting the interior space to a 
covered patio using the project’s signature 
feature: a double limestone fireplace tucked 
between French doors that visually erase 
the outside wall. The doors promote an easy 
flow between living areas, which also are 
united by fir ceilings, an earthy palette, and 
textural materials.

Inside, the changes brought a cozy 
atmosphere to what was once an uninviting 
sunroom. “The homeowners wanted it to 
feel warmer—not like a cavernous room 
with a bunch of windows,” interior designer 
Julie Baur says. She covered the walls in 
grass cloth and traded terra-cotta tiles 
for dark oak floors, topped with a durable 
earth-tone jute rug.  

Roomy furniture pieces with classic lines set a 
casual tone that invites gathering. Fabrics and 
art meld with the outdoor views.
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Low-growing shrubs between the gathering area 
and a retaining wall (built of stone that echoes the 
fireplace and patio) preserve views to the backyard. 

“We wanted to make it a space 
that was usable for a young 
couple and their family. And 
it does get used�a ton.”  
     Julie Baur, interior designer
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Outside, architect Paul Fendler created a 
columned roof that both shields the patio and 
blends with the 1910 home’s clapboard exterior. 
Hand-hewn red cedar beams complement the 
soaring tongue-and-groove ceiling, a match 
to that in the family room. Speakers flush-
mounted in the ceiling are a must-have for the 
nearly year-round entertaining—and family 
relaxing—the homeowners enjoy now that the 
renovation is complete. 
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Designers Julie Baur and Margot Good mimicked 
the wrought-iron chandelier in the family room 
with a pair of reproduction copper lanterns, 
above right, on the patio. Brick laid in a 
herringbone pattern, above, adds character to 
the indoor and outdoor fireplaces. Hand-scraped 
beams and supports, right, give the new patio an 
aged patina. “I didn’t want any of it to look too 
perfect,” architect Paul Fendler says. 
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